The United States IN
World War I
Project Rubric for ____________________ Section: ___ Subtopic: __________________
CATEGORY

15-14 Distinguished

13-10 Proficient

Specifically addresses Guiding Question was
the Guiding Question in addressed to a limited
Specifically ad- the beginning for cho- extent.
dressed the Guiding sen topic.

9-5 Apprentice
Guiding Question was
addressed at the end,
as an afterthought.

0-4 Novice

TOTAL

Guiding Question was
not addressed in the
digital story.

Question

Included facts, quotes,
and paraphrasing from
Research-Quality: reliable sources. InInformation from cluded research from
reputable sources subject-matter experts
and Gale eBooks.

Narration

Always communicates
ideas in a logical fashion, flow, good/proper
pronunciation.

Included facts, conclusions, and opinions
from reliable sources.
Did not use databases/
ebooks as much as
expected.

Included a mixture of
Included more opinion
facts from reputable
than fact. Information
sources and opinions was taken from unrelifrom unreliable sources. able sources.

Mostly communicates
ideas in a logical fashion, flow, good/proper
pronunciation.

Communication of ideas No effort to communicate ideas in a logical
in a logical fashion,
flow, good/proper pro- fashion, flow, good/
proper pronunciation
nunciation needs imneeds improvement.
provement.

Presentation was too
short or too long.

Length of presentation
was between 3-5 minDuration of Presen- utes.

tation

Images

Images create a tone
that matches different
parts of the story. Images chosen are relevant to the topic and
time period.

Source information collected for all graphics,
facts and quotes. All
documented in MLA
format and handed in
MLA Works Cited on a separate document.

Images create a tone
that matches some
parts of the story. Most
images are relevant to
the topic and time period.

An attempt was made to Little or no attempt to
use images to create a use images to create an
tone but it needed more appropriate atmoswork. Image choice is phere/tone.
confusing.

Source information collected for all graphics,
facts and quotes. Most
documented in MLA
format. Handed in on
separate sheet.

Source information col- Very little or no source
lected for graphics,
information was colfacts and quotes, but
lected.
not documented in MLA
format. Sloppy but at
least credit is given.



Group Assessment = 5 points



Holistic Judgment - (IB speak) Overall intellectual initiative, depth of understanding and insight. = 1-5 points

Rubric Total

Comments:
100

